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Crane & Rigging

We operate a modern fleet of cranes
with a fully qualified and experienced
team on hand to complete the most
demanding of lifting projects

Capability
Plant and Equipment
Crane & Rigging
McMahon Services boasts an impressive $70 million network of company owned
plant and equipment. Our modern fleet includes a wide variety of hire cranes with
lifting capacities ranging from 25 tonnes to 250 tonnes, which can be mobilised
across metro and regional Australia.
With over 30 years of expertise, our fleet is supported by highly skilled and
experienced operators, each holding tickets and licences for specialised rigging
services. Our riggers are also trained in asbestos removal and working in high
risk environments such as confined spaces, also bearing the capacity to carry out
complex critical lifts, including dual crane lifts.
All projects undertaken by the Crane and Rigging team undergo full risk
assessments and lift studies to identify potential challenges and develop the right
action plan.
ff Industrial production facility decommissioning
ff General construction crane lifts including; modular accommodation, tank
system installation and pipework bundles, hoppers, structural steel, precast
erection (building tilt-up) and signage installation
ff Deconstruction and dismantling
ff Heritage lifting
ff Asbestos roofing and roof reinstatement
ff Static Line System installation
ff Specialist lifting and rigging services including; plant recovery and relocations
ff 24/7 emergency response, including remote locations, train derailments and
natural disasters

Our Cranes
ff 25 tonne Franna
ff 60 tonne Tadano
ff 100 tonne Grove
ff 200 tonne Liebherr
ff 250 tonne Liebherr

Lifting the Load
ff Diverse fleet with lifting capabilities
from 25 tonnes to 250 tonnes
ff Attachments designed and
fabricated in-house to meet specific
project needs
ff Total solution for any lifting or
access requirements
ff Project scoping, management
and delivery, including detailed lift
studies
ff Custom built lifting attachments
including; spreader bars, man/work
cages and lifting beams

